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Abstract 

The paper examined the intra-group relations among the Ekpoma through a confederated 
political organization, a unified judicial system, economic cooperation and interdependence, 
socio-religious interactions among others. The paper argued that there were evidences to 
suggest that to a large extent, their relationship was bilateral and cordial before the imposition 
of colonial rule dictated by historical antecedents and geographical situation. The paper 
provides a close focus on the intra-group dynamics of the Ekpoma confederated villages, which 
was sometimes conflictual. The research methodology consisted, analysis synthesis of primary 
and secondary literature. Besides its addition to preview literature, it will no doubt provoke 
further researches on intergroup relation of pre-colonial and colonial Edo state and some 
lessons for Nigeria in search of ethnic integration. 
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Introduction 

The area known as Ekpoma was a district in the defunct Ishan Division of the Mid-Western 

region now Edo State of Nigeria. The Ekpoma district as a whole measures about 110 sq. miles1. 

To the North of the district is the Egoro village group and Ukhun, a village under Ewu in Irrua 

district. Irrua and Opoji lie on the East of the Ekpoma district and on the South is found Urohi 

group. The former Benin Divisional boundary forms the South Western boundary with Uhi and 

Ehor and on the West side is Ozalla in the Ora country. 

 The whole district was/is forested. There are no outstanding physical natural features. A 

central ridge runs through the centre of the district, roughly along the Ekpoma-Ora road, falling 

in height westwards. There was a considerable drop on the Benin road and North and South of 

this ridge the level falls to some 500ft above sea level2.  This central ridge forms a watershed for 

few small streams, none of which flows actually in Ekpoma land. The river “Ogidekpe” which 
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forms the source of water supply for Eguale, Ene, Emaudo among others, is in Ukhun land rising 

near the boundary while the river “Ohiavbe” which forms the source of water supply for 

Iruekpen, Ihumudumu among others, is in Egoro land and also rises near the boundary. 

 The inhabitants of Ekpoma trace their origin to Benin, with a few exceptions. Their 

language is a dialect of Benin, in most cases very similar, though not always easily understood 

by pure Benin. Some of the differences are in form of the word and some in intonation or 

pronunciation alone. Their tribal marks, type of features and other physical characters also 

proclaim their Benin origin. 

 The group has at its head an Onojie or paramount king. This is a hereditary position, the 

succession going from father to son. In each village are the Ekhaimo or titled men who from the 

Onojie’s point of view are the men in charge of the villages, for it is to them that his orders are 

sent, and they are responsible to him for the due performance by the people of the village3.  

 The village council was in each case composed of the Edion or elders, presided over by 

the most elderly man of the village Odionwele with whom sit the titled men Ekhaimon though 

this is only if they are themselves of Edion’s age grade. The Edion represent the responsible 

opinion in the village, they try cases and settle disputes. The laws of the Onojie are transmitted 

through the Okhaimon to the Odionwele who then called the meeting of elders to discuss the 

matter and set the executive machinery in motion. 

The Onojie’s village is called Eguale which double as the palace and state capital while 

the outside villages are called Igule. These were in most cases formed, not by expansion from 

Eguale, but by independent persons coming from Benin or other parts as shall be seen in the 

succeeding aspect of this work. This explains the independent attitude adopted by certain villages 

towards the Onojie, particularly in the case of those situated some miles from Eguale 4.  

 There were certain features of intra-group relations which are common to all the villages. 

In each of the villages there is always a quarter inhabited by persons regarded as the custodians 

of the land which the people occupy. In this connection if the people want to make “sacrifice to 

the land” Illue-Oto the Odionwele of that particular quarter, who in most cases was not the 

Odionwele of the whole village is called on to perform the sacrifice. Such quarters are known by 

different names in the villages. For example in Iruekpen such quarter is known as Idumum-Oza5, 

at Ihumudumu such quarter is known as Isivbelua6, at Illeh such quarter is known as Ugueben7, 

at Emuhi, such quarter is known as Evbojie 8. 
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 Another feature of intra-group connection was that in all the villages certain quarters 

have functional specialization. For instance, there are herbalists or native doctors Oboh. 

Whenever there was any pestilence or disaster in a village it was the duty of such a quarter to tell 

the cause and the cure to such a pestilence. Whenever there was any external threat of war to the 

village, it was the duty of such a quarter to prepare some physical and diabolical means by which 

to ward off such a threat to the village. The names of such quarters reflect the activities of the 

quarter in the village. For example at Iruekpen the quarter was known as Idumu-ebo9, at 

Ihumudumu, the quarter was also known as Idumu-ebo and at Eguale the quarter was known as 

Uwenlen-ebo10. These quarters were always called upon if there was any mystery to unravel in 

the village. This pattern of intra-group relations before the imposition British colonialism in all 

the villages still persist and exist in Ihumudumu and Eguale where the king resides.11 

The Ekpoma Group of Villages 

The Ekpoma village group is a species of confederation of villages, having different origins 

rather than a clan descended from one common founder. All acknowledge the Onojie of Ekpoma 

as their supreme authority and he by his position as “Land-lord” is the uniting link for all the 

villages. 

The seat of the Onojie of Ekpoma, as we mentioned earlier is Eguale. According to 

tradition the founder of Eguale was one Ijebomen who led a group of migrants from Benin 

kingdom during the reign of Oba Ewuare the Great. These migrants settled at a place known as 

“Uwenlen-Oibo” a quarter at Eguale today. Dr. C.G. Okojie in his book dated this settlement to 

146312. 

Though Ijebornen was the founder of Eguale, Uda his grandson had become the ancestral 

father worshipped by the whole of Eguale today. This is as a result of Oghale’s political 

disobedience to Ozolua, the then Oba of Benin. Oghale was the last Onojie of the first dynasty in 

Ekpoma. He refused to recognize the suzerainty of Ozolua, and this led to Ozolua’s expedition to 

Eguale in 1480. This expedition took the life of the Onojie, Oghale, and all his children except 

one. His name was Uda. Ozolua, a veritable fighter, saw something attractive in the young man, 

and having seen Eguale deserted, he took Uda captive to Benin13. This ended the first dynasty 

and there was no hope that the ruling house would be restored again. Oba Ozolua, always a lover 

of courage, was very much impressed by Uda’s exploits and courage during the yearly wrestling 

festival at Benin. In appreciation of this courage and exploits, Ozolua sent Uda back to Ekpoma 
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to resuscitate the royal family of which he was a descendant. That was about 148518. Thus the 

second dynasty of the royal house was begun by Uda. As a result of the greatness of Uda and his 

glorious reign he was defied throughout the whole of Ekpoma. He came to be thought of as a 

god; and his fame and reputation overshadowed the names of his less significant successors. 

Today the people of Ekpoma regard themselves as (the sons of Uda). Uda was the first Onojie 

whose authority was felt and recognized by the whole villages. The origin of this name is 

unknown, nor can the raison detre of the association be explained though in all probability it was 

occasioned by the need for mutual protection in war14. Ukpoke, Akahia and Idumunegbon form 

one clan tracing a common descent and being prohibited from intermarriage. Evboakhuala and 

Idumegan form another similar clan, while Idumigun and Ikhiro are separated and unrelated to 

any member of the Uhiele group. 

Political System as an Instrument of Intra-group Relations 

The chiefdom was in two sections-the headquarters Eguale and the outlying villages Igule. As 

would be expected, the Onojie lived at Eguale. He was the head of state and ruled through his 

chiefs Ekhaimon and elders, edion. The position of the Onojie is hereditary the succession 

passing to the eldest surviving son. If he is still a minor, a guardian usually his senior uncle is 

appointed a regent. The Onojie had the right of requesting performance of work by villages 

except those granted exemption as a privilege. He took the head of all persons slain in war and 

captives caught from whom he made presents to his friends15. The Onojie also gave titles and 

summoned the Ekhaimon to discuss peculiar or general policy. He had a certain number of actual 

titled men in Eguale whom he sends out to the Igule as his messengers. The Onojie had a great 

number of privileges. Adultery committed with his wife meant the death of both parties unless 

the Onojie wished to retain them as slaves16. If any woman pronounced the word ‘Igben’ or if 

any person said it to her she at once became the property of the Onojie and only the Oshodi one 

of the prominent chiefs could undo the action17. Likewise any woman sitting on the throne of the 

Onojie became his wife. The Onojie could take any woman he liked by hanging a coral necklace 

round her neck. He was entitled to a leg of any big game killed in his land. As the supreme 

executive authority in Ekpoma village group, and the unifying influence of the whole group, is 

the Onojie himself, who was/is seen as the father of all, the chief judge, the giver of titles, the 

supreme commander of the armed forces, the supreme judge of the highest court, the granter of 

state pardon, the chief priest extraordinary and the representative of the founding fathers of the 
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land. All these functions and attributes of the king put him as an integrative and social cohesive 

factor of the land.   

Another political instrument of intra-village relations was the regulation of the internal 

affairs of a village or quarter carried out by the Otu system or age-grade organization. These age-

grades were three each with special duties, and a man’s passage from one to another was marked 

with ceremonial offerings and general rejoicing. When a child becomes old enough to take his 

share of the work of the village he enters the Otu Egbonughele the sweepers of the streets. This 

is so called because the central part of a village where meetings are held is called the “Ughele”. 

He has sundry duties to perform, cleaning, running errands, clearing farm paths and much other 

menial work in the village. 

At about the age of 24 years, he and the rest of his company are promoted to the ‘Otu 

Igene’ or adults. The Igene who formed the middle-aged men of the quarters and villages formed 

the mainstay of the village being the group responsible for preserving peace within the village, 

and providing the ‘fearless’ and brave warriors for the defense of the village. The head of this 

group was based on bravery and dedication to work for the community. 

These two junior Otus already described above, Egbonughele and Igene, are sometimes 

described by special nicknames denoting the type of duties they perform. For instance the youths 

who are at the top of the age-grade are sometimes called the ‘Erenata’ which means ‘I will never 

accept begging’ and refers to their duty of extracting or collecting fines from persons punished 

by the village council members. They are sometimes called ‘Ugiagbedion’ which means “the 

people who support the elders and many other names. This age-grade provided the official 

messengers of the senior age grade. Such messengers called Aghale, dividers served the senior 

age grade as agents responsible for the enforcement of fines and judgments. They are to divide 

among the Edion the joint offerings brought to them by applicants for promotion, fines and other 

payments. These Aghale are perfectly acquainted with the social protocol in the village, and they 

know the share to which each man is entitled. They have the duty of serving the ‘Okoghele juju’ 

which is the ‘juju’ of the village meeting. They are frequently used as messengers by the Edion 

to summon meetings and they are always present in such meetings. 

The last age-grade was/is the Edion ‘elders’ who composed the village council. The most 

important members of this age-grade were the four most senior Edionene. The Edionwere was/is 

the custodian of all village customs and they formed the administrative body of the villages and 
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quarters or Idumu. Promotion from one age-grade to the other was done roughly every three 

years and it involves a great deal of traditional dancing and singing, offerings of foodstuffs to the 

entire Edion, as demanded by indigenes of the place. There, the Odionwele addressed the new 

members into the new age-grade on their duties to which the people were being promoted, such 

as services to the village deity and dabbing of chalk on the foreheads of the newly promoted 

persons. The Edion see to it that customs were not violated and they punish persons who by 

violating custom interfered with the proper functioning of village life. Among Ekpoma groups of 

villages, any migrant as an elder who has stayed for more than 10-15 years were granted the 

rights like any Edion of the villages. The village had its duties to perform for the Onojie. The 

village was living on the Onojie’s land and enjoyed his protection; in return he was entitled to 

services from the villages. Obedience to the Onojie was enforced by the titled Okhaimon, chief. 

Most of the chiefs were hereditary title holders but the Onojie could dismiss any of them for 

serious misconduct and appoint another. If a chief sided with an opposing village during warfare, 

an offence that could earn ordinary citizen banishment he would be deposed of his title and put 

under close surveillance. The deposition of a chief was however very rare especially if the chief 

was from another village whose title was given to promote intra-village ties. 

In some instances these titles were given to the children and supporters of the founder of 

the villages; possibly as an inducement to remain in Ekpoma or sometimes as a-sign of welcome 

to outsiders. It was not the practice however, to honour the founders thus, for some were 

independent in character not desiring to place themselves under an obligation to the Onojie. 

Ojole, the founder of Ukpoke refused any title himself from the Onojie. 

The three chiefs in order of precedence after the Onojie were the Oniha, Iyasele and 

Ezomon. The Oniha assumed the post of the Onojie for three months when the latter died before 

another Onojie was enthroned. Iyasele was the commander-in-chief of the soldiers. He collected 

slaves, had affluence and influence and could challenge any over-zealous Onojie. The Ezomon 

was second in command to the lyasele during military campaigns. He took more active part in 

leading the soldiers, being ‘director of operations’. Some other chieftaincy title holders were 

Uwangue, Esogban, Osunia, Eson, Edohe, Esala, Eno, Idogun and Eribo spread among members 

of the different villages. These chiefs were more of ambassadors of the Onojie to the villages 

than active rulers. The Oniha is at Iruekpen, lyasele at Ihumudumu, Uwangue at Eguale, Esogban 
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at Emaudo, Osurna at Ernuhi, Eson at Ukpoke, Edohe at Akahia and Esala at Ikhiro deliberately 

done to promote intra and intergroup relationships.  

The Okhaimon of a village was a person of influence because his position carried him 

outside his village to the Onojie at Eguale. If the Onojie wishes to consult the village on a matter 

of general interest he would summon the Ekhaimon representatives of the Edion might also go 

but in most cases the Ekhaimon having ascertained the views of their village would lay them 

before the Onojie. They also inform the Edion of the opinion of the Onojie, passed on any orders 

or messages and generally acted as the representative of the Onojie in the village. Their personal 

influence depended on the distance of the village from the Eguale and the strength of the Onojie 

himself. The Okhaimon had no personal position in his village outside his Otu, age-grade. He 

cannot summon a village meeting himself. He must refer all messages and instructions to the 

Odionwele and the Edionene. For example, the Edohe in Akahia is the senior title of all Uhiele 

villages, and he transmits the Onojie’s orders to each of the village. If anything had to be 

collected in the form of service to the Onojie, he was responsible to the performance of this 

duty18. Each of the rest of the villages dealt directly with the Onojie through the Okhaimon of the 

village. If in any village there was no Okhaimon, the Onojie’s message went directly to the 

Odionwele of the village. 

The Onojie could commute death sentences on criminals to enslavement and hardened 

criminals with whom the Edion in the village could not cope with were sent to the Onojie. The 

Onojie also received portion of all fines, had the right to allocate land and settle inter-village 

dispute as the chief judge of the state Supreme Court. He also take appeals and grant state pardon 

to whoever he wishes. 

In many instances, the Onojie may not know the Odionwele but he knew his titled chiefs 

whom the villagers also recognize. Whereas the Odionwele’s authority in the village is derived 

from age and custom, that of the Ekhaimon is derived from the Onojie. The term signified 

‘Spokesmen’ in the indigenous meaning of it and that clearly shows the functions of these title 

holders under the indigenous administrative system. In some villages and quarters some of these 

titled men were able to sit on the council on account of the increased prestige or power of the 

Onojie whom the titled men represented. The chain of authority has thus been traced through the 

age-grade to the Odionwele, the head of the age-grades and thence to the titled man, who might 
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or might not be one of the Edion himself, but who has the duty of supervising the village for the 

Onojie. 

Another feature of intergroup relations among them was, if there is a very serious matter 

which affects the whole of Ekpoma generally, a general meeting of all the Edion in the villages is 

summoned. Such a meeting would be held at Ihumudumu traditionally the “senior” village in 

Ekpoma. The Onojie may or may not attend such a meeting. The Edion would discuss the matter 

and take a decision. Such a decision would be communicated to the Onojie if he was not present 

in the meeting. The Onojie was bound to accept the decision without question.19 This procedure 

was very rare; meetings of this nature are summoned only during periods of grave crisis affecting 

the corporate existence of the federating groups.  

Justice: An instrument of intra-group relation in pre-colonial Ekpoma group of 

villages:   

The judicial and administrative bodies were identical, among all the Ekpoma groups of villages. 

According to Chief Osunde Aigbonfo, it was deliberate and one of the intergroup instruments 

our ancestor foresaw for the gradual unity of the people of Ekpoma with the theory of the 

separation of powers being markedly absent. The interpretation and enforcement of the system of 

Native Laws and Customs was the prerogative of the Edion, and each village was, except for the 

crime of murder a self-contained judicial unit. 

At the lowest rung of the ladder was the head of the family Omijogbe. He presides at 

ancestral worships and imposed fines on erring wives in the family. If a woman puts a forbidden 

curse on her husband, for instance by using her genitals, she would be fined a chicken which 

would be sacrificed to the dead ancestors but the living members of the family would eat the 

remains of the chicken.  

Sexual offences such as rape and adultery were dealt with by the village council. Then 

the mere touching of a married woman’s waist or buttocks was regarded as a sexual offence. 

Other offences in this category included incest with mother, mother-in-law and sister. The 

punishment for all these was usually a fine of a goat which was sacrificed to appease the 

ancestors. Like the sacrificial chicken at the family level, the remains of the goat were also 

consumed by the living. 

In cases of stealing, the principle of compensation was used in judgment. For instance, a 

person who stole a goat would be asked to replace it with another goat despite the punishment, 
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such as a fine, that would be imposed on him. The stealing of yam seeds was viewed with great 

concern. A person found guilty of this offence was banished because he has not only deprived 

his victim of a source of income, but has also intended to starve him to death. If a person accused 

of stealing denied the charge, he would be committed to trial by ordeal at the Onojie’s palace. 

Ordeals were two in number apart from ordinary juju swearing. The Itan, ordeal was one which 

consisted in passing a feather through the tongue, which would stick if the accused was guilty. If 

it passed through, he was taken to be innocent. The sasswood Ohakin ordeal was given in serious 

cases, mysterious cases like sudden death through poison or witchcraft and could only be given 

by the Onojie.20 This sasswood type involved the drinking of a concoction of sasswood by the 

accused. An innocent person would only vomit and survive but a guilty one would collapse and 

die. This oath was commonly taken, irrespective of human ranks by commoners, and eminent 

people on being accused of any grievous crime or offence. 

A person who committed a minor offence such as refusal to take part in sweeping the 

village street or in clearing the paths to the farms was punished with the seizure of a chicken 

which in most cases belongs to another person. More often than not, the offender would go and 

appease the street sweepers Egbonughele with some coconuts and the chicken would be released. 

But, if he refused to beg it would be sold and the street sweepers would share the proceeds. The 

offender would then pay the owner of the chicken. 

A-man who committed a treacherous offence like undermining the authority of the elders 

was punished by being ostracized Obiro. The elders would gather at the village square and 

declare that nobody should enter his house, greet him or answer his greetings. The man often 

succumbed and begged to be allowed to pay fine. 

Offences like persistent witchcraft, harming of people with bad medicine among others, 

would earn banishment Isunfia for the person concerned. The man or woman was told to pack 

his or her valuable property and was led out of the village with drumming. No alternative home 

was arranged for such a person; he or she was left to fate. And no other village among the 

Ekpoma confederacy would accept him for there exist an agreement on such cases. 

Abduction of a woman was a very serious offence and often led to war. For instance, if 

an Ihumudumu man, for purposes of gain, handed over an Ihumudumu woman to a man in 

another village, be would be fined seven bags of cowries,21 and be ordered to replace the woman. 

If he failed to do so he could be sold, unless he bought himself off by selling all his property. If 
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the village to which she had gone refused to surrender her, another woman from that village 

might be seized and this often led to war22 and a breach of intra-group relationship among the 

village groups. After the war, further sanction may be imposed on the accused village. 

An important point to note is that trials were strictly not localized. If both parties lived in 

the same village or group of villages then the ordinary judicial processes would be carried out. If 

the accused person lived in another unassociated village, however, the procedure was in most 

cases that of “tit for tat”. An assault on a member of Ile (Ene) by a man from Ehanlen would be 

repaid, probably with interest, but in very few cases would any trouble be taken to discover the 

real offender that deserves punishment. 

Nearly all the villages claim that in ancient days they lived at times almost in a state of 

war with each ether. Some villages might swear peace juju with their neighbours and then the 

Edion might meet to try a case between their members. In the case of murder, it was the Inotu a 

council of the most senior elders that tried such offender. To qualify for this council you must 

have entered Edion-Nihinlon, the highest grade of Edion. Anybody initiated to this highest grade 

of Edion, was given a staff of authority. Okpo. When coming to any of the council meetings the 

Okpo was always carried. All the Inotu in all the villages knew themselves. They had many 

privileges in the society. For instance if any Inotu was courting a girl for marriage, no other 

person was free to go there again. An adultery committed with any of their wives was seriously 

frowned upon and the offender ruthlessly dealt with. Any crime committed against any one of 

them was a crime committed against all the members of the group. 

In case of murder, a hue and cry would be raised and the Inotu of the village of the victim 

were responsible for summon-fling the assistance of the others. The president of Inotu was a 

particular appointment which carried with it the title of Egbe. The principle underlying the Inotu 

system was that to destroy a life was to weaken the whole group. Therefore the representatives of 

all the units of the group were concerned, and the Onojie as the head of the group and the 

embodiment of the corporate principle was primarily interested in the punishment of the 

murderer.23 The Inotus of all the villages would meet and in addition the Inotu of Opoji and 

Egóro would attend as well. If the murder was committed in Ekpoma village group, the Egbe 

was president of the meeting, while the Odinotu or Senior Inotu of Opoji or Egoro would take 

charge in their respective village group. This unity of the three groups was only done in the case 

of murder. Theoretically, appeals could go from the Inotu to the Onojie, but in practice such 
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appeals were very rare because the Inotu was such a competent body that the Onojie hardly over-

ruled its verdicts. A person found guilty of murder was touched with the Okpo which denotes 

that he should be hanged but ‘if found guilty of manslaughter, he became the slave of the Onojie 

who might retain him in the palace or sell him away. The property of a person guilty of murder 

or, manslaughter was shared by the Inotu. The Inotu sometimes meet to try other cases which 

have not been satisfactorily settled by individual villages, but this was very rare. 

The Economic System for Cooperation and Intra-group Relations  

Generally, Ekpoma is in a forest area with the result that the soil is very fertile. As a result of the 

fertility of the soil, the major occupation of the people was farming. Everybody man or woman 

was a simple farmer whose main food crops are yam, rice, corn or maize, cocoyam, cassava and 

beans of various types; pepper, groundnuts, melons, bananas with plantains are subsidiary crops 

usually planted by the women in their husband’s farm. Most of the women have separate 

cocoyam and groundnut farms. 

Though the above mentioned crops are grown in all the villages, yet, there was a sort of 

specialization which according to Dr. Odion Asemota, promoted inter-village relations and 

understanding among the Ekpoma village groups where particular crops are grown more in 

abundance in particular villages. The reason for this could be attributed to vested interest and 

physical ability. Hence yams, plantains and cocoyam’s were more in abundance in Iruekpen and 

Emuhi while Eguale and Uhiele are noted for the cultivation of rice. The only cash crop grown 

was cotton and was used in the local cloth industry to make multi-coloured cloth. Ukpon-Ododo. 

The most important economic crops grown were kolanuts and coconuts. These two crops were of 

most vital importance to the community because of the use to which they were put. During any 

gathering/meetings of any kind of visits, kolanuts were always the first thing to be offered. On 

occasions of marriage, burial ceremony, age-grade Iruen promotion, coconuts and kola-nuts were 

of vital importance.  

 Another evidence of intra-group relations among the Ekpoma village groups in the pre-

colonial period was common law on land ownership and utilization.24 The land was and was 

entirely communal. Communal control was vested on the Odionwele of the village. Anyone of 

the indigenous son of the community or village could farm communal land, provided it has not 

been farmed before. Strangers could farm land, provided they obtained permission from the 

Odionwele and conform to the customs of the community like helping in any public work and 
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joining the liberalized age-grade otu open all to further cement intra-group relations.25 There was 

individual ownership of land to some extent virgin bush, cleared by an individual for farming 

purposes, gave a certain right of ownership. No one could farm on that land afterwards without 

his permission or that of his heirs, if he is dead. Similar conditions were customary with regard 

to building sites. 

 Though palm oil and Kernel were produced, they were majorly for internal purposes. 

This was produced by the women who buy the ripe nuts from the men. The method used in 

making the oil was crude and arduous about 90% of this oil was grade one oil. First, the ripe 

fruits were picked out and boiled and then put in a large wooden trough; when cool, the women 

mash it with their feet. Water is then poured into the trough and the contents thoroughly stirred, 

while the nuts and fibre sink, the oil comes to the top and is collected into a pot. This was done 

several times until all the oil had been removed. The oil was then boiled in a large pot until all 

the water has evaporated. The surface was skimmed off leaving impurities and some oil. The 

second pot of oil was again boiled until what was left is almost pure oil, red and transparent with 

a minimum of deposit. The kernel was cracked and the nuts fried. The oil from the nuts served as 

local pomade Uden. 

The women also engage in the making of local soap and weaving of mats. Apart from 

farming as the major occupation for the men, they also engaged in other minor occupations like 

weaving of baskets. While the men go to the farm, hunting of games and setting of traps for 

animals in the bush. There were few blacksmiths who engaged themselves mainly in sharpening 

cutlasses and making crude hoes and knives. 

Commerce: This was carried on practically in every village. All along the streets there were 

articles of trade like soap, coconuts, pepper, groundnuts among other products exposed for sale. 

They were divided up each division being sold for a number of cowries. The seller might be 

miles away working in her farm; all she did was to come in the evening to collect her money 

with the articles that had been left unsold. This method worked very well because a piece of iron 

idigun representing the god of iron was always placed at the centre of the container where the 

articles were displayed. The woman would go her way knowing the respect for this juju would 

produce the same result as if she was sitting there to see that there was no cheating. A buyer he 

or she took what he or she wanted and dropped the equivalent in cowries on the wooden tray, 

Oro. 
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Open markets: In those days of terrible inter-tribal wars, when might was right, markets as they 

exist today were unknown.26 There were the Ekiolele small markets in the village square. As 

would be expected only members of the village could attend such markets. It would be suicidal 

for a woman to leave her husband village at Iruekpen to attend a market at Emuhi. If she 

attempts it, she might if she is lucky, be caught and made a wife by the captor; otherwise she 

would be sold to the slave dealers. The Ekiolele at Ihumudumu was sort of a slave market. 

Powerful men who had slaves to sell would carry them there for sale. The sales of the slaves 

were done very quickly without waste of time. The reason for that was that it was difficult to 

know if any of the slaves for sale was a son or a relation of an Inotu member. If such a son or 

relation of an Inotu member was seen with you, the whole members of the Inotu in Ekpoma 

chiefdom would meet and call the captor to question. If he was unable to defend himself, he 

himself was sold away as a slave. For this reason hording of slaves was not practiced. In many 

places, therefore, the markets were small, primitive and held under trees surrounded by bush to 

make escape easy in case of attack by raiding slave dealers. 

Market and Trade Relations: With the gradual cessation of the destructive tribal wars, order 

crept into Ekpoma life. Markets grew in Eguale, Iruekpen, Emuhi and Uhiele. All women started 

to go to Eguale market to buy rice while they went to Iruekpen market to buy yams, cocoyam’s 

and earthenware pots which the people of Ozalla and Ovbito came to sell there. These pots 

served as cooking pots; they were also used for the storage and drawing of water. Sleeping mats 

were bought at Uhiele market while yams and plantain were mostly got at Emuhi market. The 

market day of each clan is/was held every five days and it was done in such a way so that the 

market on any particular day will not clash with another major market. So it was designed in 

such a way that it was rotational in nature. These markets include Aigbera Odion, Eki-Erame, 

Ofuri market Ekiughe Egan, Ekiughe, and Eki Ekpen the 6th market located at Iruekpen. All 

these transactions were made with cowries till the advent of the British coins and currencies. 

 Transport to all these places of trade was by foot. There were no major roads but bush 

paths linking one village with the other. These paths were always kept clean by the Egbonughele 

in each village and along these paths you often find kolanut trees planted as shades against the 

sun and for income. 

 Though proceeds from trade were negligible men had other means of measuring their 

wealth. These include the possession of many wives, slaves, livestock and large farms. It was not 
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un-common for one to hear a man asking his opponent during a quarrel “how many wives have 

you” or “how many rows of yams could you tie up in you barn this year. Generally, the people 

abhor laziness amongst their member because this was associated with stealing.  

Social interactions as structure of intra-group contacts among the Ekpoma group of 

villages 

There were several social cultural activities that were bringing the Ekpoma group of villages 

together like one big family. These activities include:  

Marriage: There were intergroup marriages among the people through betrothal. A girl is 

betrothed to man right from youth. The betrothal is done out of share love for a man either 

because of his handsomeness, wealth, or proven valour during wrestling contest. Before the 

betrothal was done, investigations about the man were carried out. Parents would like to know 

about the family background of the man, his character and his position in the family. They would 

also want to know about the history of the family as a whole. They would not like their daughter 

to go and marry into a family where any dangerous disease like epilepsy, leprosy, tuberculosis 

etc., could be traced. They try to make sure that the security of their daughter is guaranteed. 

After the betrothal, the future husband of the girl would carry a big calabash of wine and 

inform members of his quarter Idumu to accompany him to where a girl had been betrothed to 

him in order to thank the father-in-law. From that day on members of the quarter would always 

call the girl “our wife” wherever they see her, from that time on. The man has services to render 

to the father-in-law till the girl is of age to marry. The services include helping in farm work, 

fetching of firewood to the in-laws and sending of wine to the father-in-law regularly. 

When the girl is of age a message is sent to the man that his wife is of age. The man 

would go and pay the bride price in kind-yams, tins of oil and about three baskets of coconuts.27 

A date would be fixed when the girl would be sent to the man. On that day the whole members 

of the girl’s quarter would get ready and with singing and dancing the girl would be sent to the 

man. Members of the man’s quarter would also get ready and wait for the arrival of “their wife”. 

This was the general practice in all the villages with slight variations in the payment of bride-

price. In some villages like Iruekren, Emuhi among others. Parents asked for pride price to be 

paid in cowries. 

Communal Traditional Festivals: - There were traditional festivals like Ihuen and Ighele in 

honour of the founder of villages. These festivals were common features in all the villages and 
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they use to last three days. During these festivals all doors were thrown open to all visitors who 

might come to take part in the feast. There was much of drinking, eating and dancing. It was an 

occasion when people exhibit their affluence in terms of clothes, food, friends and other social 

affinities. There were traditional dances like Agbenojie, Igbabonelinmin, Ohogho, Uleke, lyoko 

(hunters’ dance). These were dances which used to bring the people together as a means of 

recreation. For instance, the Iyoko (hunters’ dance) do bring all the hunters at Uhiele together. 

During the dance the hunter’s would demonstrate hunting tactics in the bush and the behaviour 

of animals in the bush. The public was free to watch these dances because they were staged in 

the open. 

Wrestling: This was another social activity that does bring the people together. This was an 

inter-village activity. Each village would select its best wrestlers to challenge wrestlers from 

another village. The contest was staged in the boundary between the villages. A village would 

bring out one wrestler to meet another wrestler from another village, anyone that falls would go 

away and another wrestler was sent by the village to take the place of the fallen one. This contest 

would continue till an overall winner was got. The victorious village would go home singing and 

dancing. This wrestling contest was organized with good intention. It was not to bring bitterness 

to any group but rather it was organized for entertainment and for mere show of strength. It was 

not uncommon to see the best wrestler been called upon by an admirer and he would betroth a 

girl to him.28 There were elaborate practices and preparations before the D-day. 

New Yam Festival: Another social activity that was cementing the Ekpoma group of 

independent villages in the pre-colonial time was/is the celebration of the new yam festival. It 

was the prerogative of the Onojie to send a messenger to Eguale market to announce the date he 

had fixed for the celebration of the new yam festival in the whole villages in Ekpoma. On the eve 

of the fixed date, the Egbonughele in each village would clean all the streets in the village. In the 

morning of the very day of the celebration, the men would go to the farm to bring new yams for 

the women to cook in the evening. While the men are away to the farm, the women would 

continue to tidy up the whole house by scrubbing and washing every place. In the evening, while 

the women are cooking, the men would assemble to drink wine and chat till the women were 

ready with the food. When the food is brought, the eldest man in the family would first of all 

serve the family juju before the food was free for others to eat. It was always a day of 

happiness.29 
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Iruen/Coming of Age Ceremony: - The performance of this ceremony is one of the most 

important acts in a man’s life, for on it depended on the whole of a man’s position in his village 

during his life time. Briefly it may be described as a coming of age’ ceremony as it causes a 

person to be regarded as a man and not a child in the life of the village. Iruen means “I tie cloth”. 

The ceremony may be performed at any time whenever the applicant either by his own efforts or 

by the help of his family can afford the necessary expenses. Until it is performed a man remains 

with the Egbonughele, peaceful promotion to adulthood, age-grade, whatever his age and as such 

has no share in the division of food at festivals and no word in the village councils. The whole 

performance of the ceremony took seven days. On the first day the applicant brought an offering 

of coconuts, kolanuts and palm wine to the Odionwele of the village, who tied a new cloth round 

his waist knotting it on each hip with a special knot. During the subsequent days the applicant 

walked about in the villages he could visit in new clothes. Whichever house he entered the owner 

had to give him a small present chalk marks were placed on his forehead shoulders and chest by 

the elders as sign of victory. 

On the 7th day the whole village gathered round the Ijiesan effigy, symbolic of all past 

Enijie, in front of the Onojies house. The applicant brought along bowls of meat and lumps of 

cooked yam. While his boys were bringing the food the applicant went through a mock wrestling 

match with one of his contemporaries who had not performed Iruen ceremony. The 

contemporary would, by pretence, fall heavily at once with the excited applause of the crowd. 

This mock victory in the symbolic wrestling match showed he had become a man. When all the 

food was brought it was examined by the Edion to see if it was sufficient. When approval was 

given a gun was fired. Then the Aghale took a portion of the meat and yams and served the juju 

after which he divided the food, a large share going to the Onojie, and the rest to the Edion and 

Igene. The last act in the ceremony was the entertainment of the applicant’s own company from 

other villages in his house. Eating, dancing and gun firing went on all through the night. The next 

morning the whole ceremony was over. 

Religious Relations: - The people in Ekpoma chiefdom were polytheists.  There were the belief 

and worship god of iron, trees, river and medicine. As there are no hills in the chiefdom, there 

were no gods of mountains or rocks. Iron worship was common over the chiefdom. The god of 

iron was Idigun and its priest was the Ogun Blacksmith. In cases of poor harvest from the farm, 

the goddess of the earth was appeased. Osun the god of medicine was worshipped on the advice 
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of an oracle for the purpose of good health and wealth. A notable god worshipped in the 

chiefdom was the Onokun, the goddess of the sea. This was introduced from Benin and mainly 

worshipped by women so that they might be fertile and rich. All these gods were, however, a 

means to an end. They were regarded as intermediaries between the Supreme Being Osenobulua, 

and the people. The people believe that God is omnipotent and just, that without His sanction 

none of the request made to any of the lesser gods would be granted. During the worship of these 

gods, cleanliness, honesty, patience perseverance were expected and so exhibited among the 

worshippers gave first consideration. The days set aside for the worship of these gods were 

regarded as sacred and nobody goes to the farm on such days. The whole house kept clean and 

white clothes were worn on such days. There were exchanges of visits among believers of the 

same god. Ancestral worship was prominent among the people and this contributed to stability 

and cohesion in the society. It prevented married women from committing adultery and men 

from engaging in promiscuous sexual life. Any man or woman found guilty of adultery would 

have to appease the dead ancestors with the sacrifice of a goat among other demands by the chief 

priest. 

Conflict and Peace Management Process: The foregoing section has been an examination of 

relations among the Ekpoma group of villages or what might be termed inter-group mechanism”. 

It should be apparent from our discussion that the absence of a large state system with vast 

territorial units under them did laid deep fragmental unities in social cultural affairs no less than 

in political and economic relations which prevented conflicts or prostrated disputes. 

 However, be that as it may, it will be misleading to present the picture of Ekpoma group 

of villages relations as if it was unity and cooperation all the time. There were also instances of 

disputes some of which led to armed conflicts and wars. The notable cases were the conflicts 

between Ekpoma and Illeh in 1746, Ukpoke and Ehanlen war 1779, Idumigun and Ugiolen war 

of 1816 and the Ukpenu and Emuhi skirmishes of 1826 or 1829 and several others the people 

cannot remember.30 Not much is known about some of these conflicts, beyond the fact that they 

usually resulted from such factors as the seducing for kidnapping of a woman, the seizure of 

property; the murder of person outside the Ekpoma confederacy among others. For example one 

of the Illeh war with Emando in 182331 was caused when an Illeh woman was attacked in Ada-

Udo market due to her refusal to pay tolls to the market officials. The incident resulted into a war  

and siege on Emaudo because Illeh demanded apology from the family of the woman as she 
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disobeyed the market officials. Several scholars have to agree that most wars experienced among 

the Ekpoma confederacy were easily resolved due to the several unity structures put on ground. 

Such structures include, the use of elders, inter village marriages, common use of natural 

resources, allegiance to the rulers and fear or the wrath of the ancestors. These and several other 

settlement structures never allowed disputes to be protracted and once peace was achieved, 

normalcy is returned but with precautionary measures to prevent such occurrences.32 In anyway, 

in such was it only involved the soldiers/warriors. The civilian were never attacked, battle were 

fought in a designated battle field and public infrastructure, farm land, trade routes, shrines were 

never attacked or destroyed.  

Conclusion 

In this work, we have examined the pre-colonial intergroup relations among the Ekpoma group 

of villages and have submitted that contacts among them have lasted a long time taking its root 

from the traditions of origin, settlement patterns, relations through a confederal political 

organization, a common judicial system, economic cooperation and interdependence, social 

interaction and even if was sometime conflictual, this was always settled peacefully. There were 

evidences to suggest that to a large extent it was bilateral and cordial and therefore recommended 

for Nigeria ethnic nationalities in search of national integration. 
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